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San Francisco art gallery owner sprays water at homeless woman
12M views • 1 year ago

San Francisco art gallery owner Collier Gwin used a hose to spray water at a homeless woman sitting on a sidewalk on January 9.

SHORTS

Violent homeless man attacks Chatsworth liquor store owner
37K views • 5 years ago

For the second time in less than a year, a Chatsworth liquor store owner has had a run in with a violent or belligerent homeless ...

2:33

Rising number of homeless Lres threaten LA neighborhoods
1.9K views • 2 weeks ago

The number of ;res that are related to homeless people or tents has been climbing in Los Angeles. Data from the LA Fire ...

SHORTS

Has there been an increase in violent attacks by the homeless?
3.2K views • 10 months ago

A 68-year-old woman is recovering after the Sacramento County Sheriff's OYce says a homeless man violently attacked her.

CC

3:07

Former SF Lre commissioner attacked with pipe accused of violence against
homeless people
39K views • 1 year ago

A former San Francisco Lre commissioner who was beaten with a metal rod is facing backlash after videos surfaced allegedly ...

CC

3:26

Homeless Man Saves 2 Women Being Attacked
1.7M views • 6 years ago

A homeless man was being lauded on Sunday after he saved two elderly women who had been attacked by another homeless ...

CC

1:27

Are LA's homeless transients getting more aggressive
12K views • 6 years ago

When you talk to people around Chatsworth you hear about how transients are becoming more aggressive. How there are ...

2:05

Whittier Residents Angered Over Violence, Fire and Indecency at Homeless
Encampment | NBCLA
6.4K views • 4 years ago

——— Don't miss an NBCLA video, subscribe here: https://bit.ly/2NnofFF For more, visit NBCLA.COM here: https://bit.ly/2uB6niE ...
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New report sheds light on violence against people experiencing homelessness
3.8K views • 3 weeks ago

A new report is examining acts of extreme violence toward people experiencing homelessness. CBS News reporter Bo Erickson ...

CC

3:58

Illegal Seattle encampment removed after massive Lre
2M views • 9 months ago

The illegal homeless encampment on Mercer Street in Seattle's South Lake Union neighborhood is now gone. Crews cleared it ...

SHORTS

Father confronts violent homeless man at kid's practice
4.1K views • 6 years ago

Father says man was doing drugs steps away from where kids were playing.
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Homeless become increasingly violent across San Diego County
5.8K views • 1 year ago

4:22

Documents detail chaos at giant homeless camp where Olympia LreLghters were
assaulted
15K views • 2 days ago

A man was arrested after police said he threw "softball size rocks" at Olympia LreLghters who were responding to an active Lre.
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1:35

Lakewood mother homeless after 'extremely violent' man allegedly lit her apartment
on Lre
1.4K views • 4 years ago

A single mother was left with little to nothing after an “extremely violent” criminal who was avoiding law enforcement broke into ...
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2:17

S.F. Resident Threatens Violence Against Homeless Campers in Neighborhood
12K views • 6 years ago

Rising tensions in a San Francisco neighborhood where a threatening letter led to a violent confrontation. Da Lin reports.

CC

3:00

Chaos erupts, arrests made as homeless encampment removed from Vancouver's
Downtown Eastside
160K views • 1 year ago

WARNING: Video contains violent content not suitable for all viewers. Viewer discretion is advised City of Vancouver crews began ...

2:11

Santa Monica city councilman attacked by homeless man in popular shopping district
206K views • 10 months ago

A homeless man was captured on video attacking a city councilman at a popular shopping district in Santa Monica. The attack ...

CC

2:51

Videos shed new light on San Francisco homeless assault
44K views • 1 year ago

Newly released video shows a homeless man's attack on a former San Francisco Lre commissioner may have been provoked.

2:40

Homeless man arrested, accused of starting Lres in north Fresno
1.1K views • 7 months ago

#news #fresno #california #crime #video #trending. Stay up to date with our social media: KMPH on Facebook: ...

SHORTS

Dallas paramedic on leave after video shows him kicking homeless man in head
569K views • 2 years ago

Brad Cox was placed on administrative leave while the Lre department investigates. But it's not the Lrst time he was accused of ...

CC

3:37

The Well homeless shelter in Brunswick forced to close after violent incidents
627 views • 1 year ago

A homeless day shelter in Brunswick has to close temporarily following several violent incidents in downtown.

CC

2:49

'Our lives are being threatened,' Reports of violence, agression at homeless camp near
...
881 views • 3 years ago

'Our lives are being threatened,' Reports of violence, agression at homeless camp near Sisters.

1:41

Gun violence & homelessness | 2 intersecting epidemics
659 views • 2 years ago

The death of unhoused woman Melinda Davis in Sunday's shooting highlighted what homeless advocates have long known: ...

CC

1:49

Sacramento Metro Fire struggles to combat the homeless crisis
3K views • 1 year ago

Sacramento Metro Fire continues to struggle to combat the homeless crisis.

CC

3:30

WATCH: OPP catches driver going 167 km/h while Llming PSA
539K views • 1 year ago

The Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) caught a driver speeding on Highway 404 Monday, while Llming a public service ...

SHORTS

Advocates condemn "violent" sweep of East Village homeless encampment
3.2K views • 2 years ago

Those who were present during the sweep told CBS2's John Dias there were at least 50 police oYcers, but only one homeless ...

CC

Intro | Homeless encampment cleared | Mayor Eric Adams | Arrests 4 chapters

2:54

Homeless Man Facing Hate Crime Charges In Chinatown Sucker-Punch Attack
30K views • 2 years ago

CBS2's Jessica Layton has the latest on the shocking incident that was captured on video.

CC

2:20

Eviction day for Oakland's Wood Street homeless encampment
3.3M views • 1 year ago

After months of delays and legal battles, eviction day arrived on Monday for Oakland's Wood Street homeless encampment.

CC

3:49

LA Homeless Crisis: Park in Valley Glen gets renovated after RV Lre
1.5K views • 1 year ago

In the midst of the homeless crisis in the Valley Glen neighborhood, highlighted by an RV Lre from earlier in the year, residents are ...

CC

2:25

Stabbing victim speaks out against homeless violence
33 views • 6 years ago

Stabbing victim speaks out against homeless violence Subscribe to WPTZ on YouTube now for more: http://bit.ly/1e9vG0j Get ...

CC

2:18

Violence against the homeless a growing problem
847 views • 10 years ago

Hawaii's source for breaking news, weather and sports updates with local coverage from across the state. Follow us @kitv4: ...

2:30

Police investigating another homeless attack in string of violence
9.9K views • 2 years ago

A manhunt is underway for a suspect in a string of attacks on homeless people in New York City and Washington, D.C. CBS2's ...

CC

2:54

Bodycam: Father-Son Duo Allegedly Beat Homeless Man in Violent ‘Citizen’s Arrest’
117K views • 1 year ago

Bodycam footage shows the aftermath of a “citizen's arrest” turned violent when a father and son duo allegedly beat a homeless ...

7:03

Man saves teen girl from assault in downtown Phoenix
5.9M views • 2 years ago

A man has been honored by the Phoenix Police Department for stopping the assault of a woman in downtown Phoenix last month.

CC

0:34

Advocate: Escalating violent attacks against PaciLc Beach homeless
2K views • 3 years ago

Homeless advocates say there is a growing fear on the streets amid a string of violent attacks against the homeless in PaciLc ...

2:11

How experiencing domestic violence as a child can lead to chronic homelessness as
an adult
987 views • 3 years ago

A local agency Lghting homelessness has noticed a disturbing correlation. A link between chronic homelessness and people who ...

4:55

Fatal stabbing raises concerns of violence in homeless community
11K views • 2 years ago

A man is dead, and another in custody after a stabbing around 11 p.m. on Iwilei Road Friday. Some said the fatal stabbing ...

CC

2:45

Sacramento homeless-related Lres spike 77% in recent years, put a strain on
resources
3.3K views • 1 year ago

A troubling trend is happening in Sacramento where the number of homeless-related ;res is on the increase, but the amount of ...

CC

3:15

Domestic Violence Shelter Tour
985 views • 1 year ago

shorts This is Newhouse, a domestic violence shelter in the Kansas City area. In August, summer interns from U.S. Engineering's ...

4K

SHORTS

Homeless Woman Throws Hot Coffee At Donut Shop Owner
24M views • 5 years ago

A confrontation turned violent at local donut shop. A homeless woman threw hot coffee at the owner after she was asked to leave.

CC

2:09

Homeless Encampment Fire Burns Off 101 Freeway In Downtown LA
8.4K views • 2 years ago

A homeless encampment Lre broke out near the 101 Freeway in downtown Los Angeles Monday morning.

CC

0:19

Some businesses are reporting more confrontations with aggressive homeless people
7.3K views • 1 year ago

Many employees aren't trained to deal with combative customers, especially when it involves drugs or mental illness. And they ...
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3:07

Homeless camp destroyed in Dublin as anti-migrant protests continue
87K views • 1 year ago

Anti-migrant protests continued in Dublin on Saturday (13 May) after a makeshift homeless camp was destroyed the previous ...

1:21

The Intersection of Homelessness and Domestic Violence
21K views • 6 years ago

Nobody should have to choose between staying in an unsafe home and having no home at all. The need for safe and affordable ...

CC

2:47

Homeless women face heightened risk of domestic violence in Portland
1.8K views • 1 year ago

About 75% of calls to the organization Bradley Angle, which works to connect domestic violence survivors to safe housing, come ...

CC

4:03

Homeless Encampments Spark Fire Concerns | NBCLA
2.8K views • 4 years ago

——— Don't miss an NBCLA video, subscribe here: https://bit.ly/2NnofFF For more, visit NBCLA.COM here: https://bit.ly/2uB6niE ...

Intro | Homeless Encampments | Fire Concerns 3 chapters

2:29

Sexually aggressive homeless man highlights safety concerns in Long Beach
10K views • 6 months ago

A homeless man's lewd act caught on cell phone video further draws safety concerns in downtown Long Beach. Subscribe to FOX ...

CC

1:45

Fire Kills Homeless People Who Sought Shelter
147 views • 13 years ago

An overnight Lre swept through an abandoned building, killing eight homeless people who had taken shelter inside on a bitterly ...

2:02

Gangs Preying on Homeless on Skid Row | NBCLA
61K views • 5 years ago

Police say they are seeing more violence committed by gang members against the homeless in downtown Los Angeles' Skid Row ...

CC

2:58

41% of Lres in Portland from homeless camps
2.8K views • 1 year ago

41% of ;res in Portland in 2022 from homeless camps Subscribe to KOIN 6's YouTube channel: ...

CC

2:34

Downtown residents voice concerns over rise in violence at homeless camps
5.2K views • 2 years ago

News 4 has been looking into a rising concern among residents speciLcally in downtown St. Louis regarding increased violence ...

NEW AT 10 TENT CITY TROUBLE | SAMANTHA JONES SAMANTHA JONES | DEMANDS TO CUT THE…
HOMELESS CRIME | NEW AT 10 DAN PISTOR DOWNTOWN NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION |
DEMANDS TO CUT HOMELESS CRIME DOWNTOWN ST. LOUIS

5 moments

3:40

Washington Cop’s Bodycam Disputes Viral Video of Homeless Man’s Arrest for
Alleged Assault
265K views • 1 year ago

The Spokane Police Department released bodycam footage showing an oYcer arresting a homeless man on May 18 for alleged ...

7:45

How Domestic Violence Leads to Women’s Homelessness | SoCal Update
1.5K views • 3 years ago

SoCalUpdate #LosAngeles #news #journalism #homelessness On the May 25 episode of “SoCal Update,” it's estimated that at ...
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2:01

Fire in homeless camp in Uptown
2.4K views • 1 year ago

People living in tents along the lakefront in the Uptown neighborhood were left with nothing after an early morning Lre.

CC

0:34

Report: NYC Domestic Violence Policy A Factor In Making Homeless Crisis Worse
623 views • 4 years ago

City comptroller Scott Stringer says domestic violence is causing an increase in the number of people going into shelters, and he's ...
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0:44

Fire leaves 9 families homeless
934 views • 2 years ago

9 families are looking for new places to call home after a Lre claimed their belongings. Luckily no one was hurt but the community ...

2:36

Homeless encampment Lre sparks in Beverly Grove
29K views • 3 years ago

A Lre sparked at a homeless encampment Tuesday morning in the Beverly Grove area, but it was unclear if any injuries were ...
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0:59

Disturbing video captures NYC subway passengers’ violent brawl | New York Post
160K views • 1 year ago

Disturbing video has emerged of two subway passengers punching and kicking each other — as other straphangers watch the ...

0:42

Rise in homeless-related Lres reported in Sacramento
1K views • 1 year ago

A troubling trend is happening in Sacramento where the number of homeless-related ;res is on the increase, but the amount of ...
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1:40

Answers for preventing homeless violence
33 views • 12 years ago

Homeless Camps in Lee County - Who is watching out???

2:41

A call to reach out to homeless people who are potentially violent after latest HPD
shooting
459 views • 5 years ago

The latest fatal shooting by a Honolulu Police oYcer is igniting a renewed call to do more to get help for homeless people who ...
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2:26

2 people killed in Lre at Seattle homeless encampment
3.2K views • 2 years ago

Crews were called around 3 a.m. to the 3000 block of 25th Ave S just off of Rainier Ave S. FireLghters saw yames 50 feet high ...
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0:27

Issue arising over homeless encampment Lres
13K views • 3 years ago

Residents in Venice are upset after several ;res have occurred at homeless encampments. Subscribe to FOX 11 Los Angeles: ...
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2:49

Three Lres started in homeless encampments burn 165 acres in a week
10K views • 2 years ago

"The folks living outside are just trying to survive... they want to stay warm, they want to eat," said Loaves & Fishes Joe Smith.
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1:43

'Homelessness Is Not A Crime,' Say Residents In Trendy LA Enclave Who Want
Violence, Crime At Encamp
1.4K views • 6 years ago

In a video posted to YouTube, a nighttime Lght can be seen breaking out along an encampment next to Poinsettia Park in L.A.'s ...
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HOMELESS ENCAMPMENT CONCERNS | Fears Over Growing Tent City FAIRFAX DISTRICT | Violence a…
Homeless Encampment FAIRFAX DISTRICT

3 moments

2:24

Police: Homeless Woman Set Fire To Tent With Boyfriend, Other Woman Inside
3.8K views • 1 year ago

Stockton police conLrmed late Friday afternoon that the suspect was a homeless woman and the two people inside the tent were ...
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0:33

Fire Leaves Over 600 Homeless in Russia’s Sverdlovsk Region | VOANews
1.7K views • 1 year ago

At least one person was killed, and more than 600 others were left homeless after ;res in Russia's Sverdlovsk region. The blazes ...

0:46

No injuries reported after homeless encampment Lre in Denver’s Lincoln Park
neighborhood
1.4K views • 1 year ago

Fire oYcials were still trying to determine Monday what caused several tents of a homeless encampment to go up in yames in ...
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2:16

Suspect accused of setting homeless man on Lre is ordered to be held without bail
1.1K views • 3 years ago

A man accused of setting a homeless man on Lre made his Lrst court appearance on Monday.
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0:29

Separate yet Connected: Intimate Partner Violence and Homelessness in LA County
During COVID-19
294 views • 3 years ago

HPRI Virtual Research Symposium: “Separate yet Connected: Experiences of Intimate Partner Violence and Homelessness in Los ...
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Homeless man builds small house on Hollywood Boulevard
4.4M views • 1 year ago

A homeless man has built a solid wooden structure on a Hollywood Boulevard sidewalk. Reaction has been mixed. Subscribe to ...
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7:38

Homeless man in violent 16th St. Mall attack speaks out
5.1K views • 7 years ago

Denver7 reporter Jennifer Kovaleski tells us what he had to say about seeing video of himself attacking others in broad daylight.

2:59

A man has been arrested in connection with a Lre at a homeless shelter in Dublin
#Shorts
485 views • 2 years ago

A man has been arrested in connection with a Lre at a homeless shelter in Dublin Virgin Media News is Ireland's national ...

SHORTS

Breaking Free: Domestic violence leads to homelessness
805 views • 1 year ago

Homelessness. Living on the street. So many things can drive you here, drug abuse, alcoholism, loss of job, and yes, domestic ...
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2:40

Homeless camp Lres cause concern for North Austin neighbors | KVUE
2.8K views • 1 year ago

Neighbors in a North Austin community are pleading for help after multiple ;res from an encampment just feet from their homes.
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2:45

Fire At Homeless Encampment In Koreatown Puts Residents On Edge
1.2K views • 5 years ago

Flames erupted at an area known to be a homeless encampment just feet from an apartment building in Koreatown. When it was ...
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2:31

CA: Ex-Lre commissioner accused of bear spraying homeless
30K views • 1 year ago

The former San Francisco Fire Department Commissioner, who was allegedly beaten with a metal pipe by a homeless man, ...

2:46

Raw Video: Aerial View of Deadly Homeless Encampment Fire
5K views • 2 years ago

One person was killed while three RVs and two cars were destroyed Tuesday when a Lre erupted in a West Oakland homeless ...

3:21

Fire Concerns Raised Over Homeless Encampment | NBCLA
2.8K views • 3 years ago

A skateboard shop owner blames a homeless encampment for ;res that damaged his business. John Cádiz Klemack reports for ...

2:14

California housing shortage adds stress for now-homeless Lre victims
8.8K views • 6 years ago

Nearly two weeks since the deadly wildLres in Northern California broke out, evacuees are making their way back to Lnd that ...

CC

6:17

Homeless man's Lre ignites controversy
1.6K views • 5 years ago

An investigation is underway after a homeless Kansas City man claims LreLghters doused him with water from their hose.

2:03

Why domestic violence victims don't leave | Leslie Morgan Steiner | TED
4.4M views • 11 years ago

Leslie Morgan Steiner was in "crazy love" -- that is, madly in love with a man who routinely abused her and threatened her life.
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16:00

Structural Violence and Homelessness
1.3K views • 5 years ago

There are many obstacles that impact the daily life of someone who is homeless.

0:50

Domestic violence survivors face growing homelessness crisis
333 views • 11 months ago

Rising costs are pricing families out of affordable housing. Here in San Antonio, it's a pain being felt especially by domestic ...
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'It Was Pandemonium': Homeless Encampments Burned In Brush Fire In Sepulveda
Basin
4.3K views • 4 years ago

A brush Lre Tuesday tore through about 10 acres of thick brush in the Sepulveda Basin and displaced as many as 100 homeless ...

CC

3:08

Homeless Man Charged With Arson In Palisades Fire
10K views • 3 years ago

Ramon Santos Rodriguez, 48, who is said to be homeless, was charged Tuesday with one felony count each of arson of a ...

CC

2:26

Sacramento Police OYcers hurt after attack by violent homeless man with a dog
12K views • 4 years ago

OYcers were responding to a call about a man who threatened to kill someone with a hatchet along a canal near I-80, east of ...

1:39

Hundreds homeless from Lres
1.6K views • 8 years ago

California wildLres have displaced hundreds from their homes. Some have seen the houses burn down, others have no idea if the ...

1:45

Large Lre erupts at Culver City homeless encampment
9.4K views • 2 years ago

Shocking video captured by a witness shows a large Lre at a homeless encampment in Culver City. Subscribe to FOX 11 Los ...

CC

2:21

Scolded by driver, toll booth worker in China forces herself to smile
23M views • 4 years ago

A toll booth worker in eastern China's Zhejiang province was Llmed being scolded by a driver to the point of tears. She then had to ...

1:17

People Experiencing Homelessness are NOT Violent
106 views • 1 year ago

When a person commits a crime, why is their housing status only relevant if they are experiencing homelessness? Sam Kahn of ...

SHORTS

OYcer Lred after ‘taking things too far’ while arresting man in wheelchair
2.8M views • 2 years ago

FOX 13 Tampa Bay brings you the important videos like breaking news, Tampa Bay weather, and local stories. But also plenty of ...

CC

1:58

Vancouver homeless camp Lres putting strain on Lrst responders
934 views • 2 years ago

So far this year, the Lre marshal's oYce has investigated 98 ;res — 55 have been at homeless camps. Subscribe: ...

CC
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2:06

Massive Lre destroys homeless encampment near Buckhead
448 views • 1 year ago

The Lre destroyed the few items about two dozen people had to their name.

0:43

Homeless advocates voice opposition to Mayor Eric Adams' aggressive subway
safety plan
33K views • 2 years ago

Mayor Eric Adams unveiled an aggressive plan Friday to remove all people experiencing homelessness from the transit system.

CC

3:25

LAFD: Over half of Lres are related to homeless encampments
2.4K views • 3 years ago

The Lgures came out on the same day that the department started a pilot program to deal with the problem in the Venice ...

CC

3:23

Portland homeless campsite Lre: 911 caller records Lre, tries to help put it out
2.8K views • 2 years ago

Jeffrey Cooper said he ran down with a Lre extinguisher to help before LreLghters arrived, but he couldn't stop the Lre under an ...
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1:53

Fire that destroyed Oildale businesses caused by 'homeless activity': KCFD
603 views • 1 year ago

Fire that destroyed Oildale businesses caused by 'homeless activity': KCFD.

CC

1:32

Sacramento homeless-related Lres spike 77% in recent years, put a strain on
resources
761 views • 1 year ago

A troubling trend is happening in Sacramento where the number of homeless-related ;res is on the increase, but the amount of ...
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0:46

Qld homelessness increasing with families of domestic violence
2K views • 1 year ago

Homelessness is becoming an increasingly large issue in Queensland, as families suffering from domestic violence have no ...

11:24

Gang Violence and Attacks on Homeless Blamed For LA's Rise in Murders | NBCLA
22K views • 3 years ago

More than 300 murders have been reported in Los Angeles in 2020, a grim body count not seen in a decade. Eric Leonard reports ...

2:26

Sister Of Woman Living On The Streets With Mental Illness Says Law Prevents Her
From Taking Action
673K views • 3 years ago

A local woman Thursday went public with a very personal and devastating Lght in an effort to get her sister — who went from the ...

CC

4:14

John talks about the increased violence against homeless people in Ottawa
16K views • 12 years ago

I was walking in a park near downtown Ottawa, Canada, and started to talk to a small group of homeless people sitting on the ...
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6:25

Fire tears through Vancouver homeless camp; neighbors frustrated, they say
18K views • 1 year ago

Fire in Vancouver homeless camp shines light on neighborhood frustrations For more Local News from KPTV: ...

CC

3:11

Sacramento mayor, advocacy group responds to rise in homeless-related Lres
987 views • 1 year ago

Following a KCRA 3 investigation into the rise of homeless-related Lre incidents in the city of Sacramento, Mayor Darrell Steinberg ...
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3:19

City of Austin working to prevent homeless camp Lres | KVUE
2K views • 1 year ago

As ;res continue to spark across Central Texas, Austin's homeless strategy division gave an update on how it is dealing with ;res ...

CC

1:45

Fire tears through homeless camp near Broadway Bridge, spreads to nearby brush
4.1K views • 1 year ago

During Thursday's morning commute, a Lre spread from a homeless encampment near the Broadway Bridge and created diYcult ...

CC

2:22

Brave woman Lghts off male attacker while alone at gym #Shorts
187M views • 1 year ago

A 24-year-old woman successfully fought off a male attacker while she was working out alone at her apartment's gym. The man ...

SHORTS

Residents of S.F. Tenderloin plagued by Lres at homeless encampments
31K views • 10 months ago

A woman who battled her way out of life on the streets almost lost her Tenderloin apartment when a Lre set at a homeless ...
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3:35

Venice woman loses home, dog in Lre as neighbors blame growing homeless
encampment | ABC7
7.7K views • 3 years ago

A home in Venice was destroyed and a dog was killed in a Lre early Wednesday morning and neighbors are questioning if it was ...
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2:48

Homeless Responsible for Deadly Fires
437 views • 13 years ago

Homeless people trying to keep warm are believed to be responsible for two recent ;res which killed 8 homeless and two ...

1:31

Homeless village in Portland's Old Town closing due to gun violence in the area
7.2K views • 1 year ago

After a prolonged period of increasing gun violence, the Old Town homeless village located on the corner of Northwest 6th ...

1:49

Rash Of Encampment Fires Across Southland
21K views • 2 years ago

Residents and business owners are growing frustrated and worried about the rash of homeless encampment ;res that have been ...
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3:41

Homeless Responsible for Deadly Fires
81 views • 13 years ago

Homeless people trying to keep warm are believed to be responsible for two recent ;res which killed 8 homeless and two ...

1:31

IWD 2021 - Homelessness and yeeing domestic violence - Is law and policy keeping
pace?
521 views • 3 years ago

This webinar took place on Thursday 11 March 2021 as part of Garden Court Chambers' International Women's Day 2021 event ...

Current Legislation | DeLnition of Domestic Violence | The Hurdles! | 5. 177 - Homelessness |…
DiYculties faced by Applicants | 5.189 - Priority Need | Priority Need (continued) | 5.191 - Intentional
Homelessness | What changes are needed? | The Domestic Abuse Bill is good, but it could be better...
| Where is a survivor's autonomy? Where is a survivor's choi

11 moments

2:07:54

BIZZARE: Fmr Fire Chief Linked To Serial BEAR SPRAY ATTACKS On The Homeless In
San Francisco
20K views • 1 year ago

Briahna Joy Gray and Robby Soave discuss allegations that former San Francisco Fire Commissioner Don Carmignani committed ...

10:57

Mother of Three | Homeless Due to Domestic Violence
456 views • 1 year ago

homeless #homelessness #homelessnessawareness Lori Smith, once a is a mother of three, became homeless due to domestic ...

5:10

Families still homeless after Lre at Revere apartment building
496 views • 1 year ago

Nearly half a dozen families still waiting for temporary housing after a Lre in the Waters Edge Apartments on Ocean Ave in Revere.
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2:24

San Diego hospital under Lre for discharging elderly homeless patients
5.3K views • 1 year ago

Homeless man says he was discharged without a place to go.
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3:00

OYcials: Multiple Lres across Sacramento related to homeless
3.5K views • 1 year ago

With multiple days of temperatures in the triple digits this week in Northern California, Lre crews across Sacramento County are ...
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3:05

Fires at San Jose homeless encampment
10K views • 2 years ago

Two ;res broke out on Sunday at a homeless encampment in San Jose, displacing seven people. KTVU's Emma Goss reports.

CC

2:21

Fire in Phoenix's 'The Zone' displaces people
4.2K views • 1 year ago

Woman speaks after Lre at homeless encampment in downtown Phoenix. Neighbors worry more could happen.
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2:10

Increase in vacant house Lres linked to homelessness
368 views • 1 year ago

Increase in vacant house ;res linked to homelessness Stay informed about news in the Evansville, Owensboro, Henderson area, ...
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2:15

Riverside City Council bans homeless encampments in Lre-prone areas
5.6K views • 1 year ago

The city council banned camping in similar Lre-prone areas. FireLghters said ;res from cooking and camping are frequent in the ...

CC

2:52

Toronto cop on trial after choking Black bus rider during violent arrest
169K views • 2 years ago

A Toronto man testiLed that he was the victim of police racism after he was choked during a violent arrest. CTV's Merella ...

CC

2:16

Homeless Encampment Fire Raises Concerns | NBCLA
1.8K views • 5 years ago

The number of reported ;res in homeless camps has nearly tripled in two years, and there was another Sunday in Hollywood ...

2:28

Homeless Man Suspected Of Violently Attacking Woman Appears In Court
1.9K views • 4 years ago
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Hector Manuel Ulloa appeared in court Wednesday for attempted murder charges after allegedly attacking an unsuspecting ...

CC

2:40

Portland Fire & Rescue concerned about increase in homeless camp Lres as
temperatures dip
464 views • 2 years ago

As temperatures start to dip, Portland Fire & Rescue is growing more concerned about camp ;res that the homeless use to keep ...

4:03

Deadly gang violence in Rio de Janeiro
182K views • 3 years ago

Police in Rio de Janeiro have mounted an assault on suspected gang members, in the most deadly operation of its kind in recent ...

1:47

After the Lre, heroes become homeless
401 views • 6 years ago

Follow us: Twitter: https://twitter.com/washingtonpost Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/washingtonpost/ Facebook: ...

5:23

Police OYcers Suspended After Violent Arrest Is Caught On Camera
209K views • 1 year ago

Three Arkansas oYcers have been suspended over a video that appears to show them violently beating a man pinned to the ...

CC

2:22

Homeless man lit on Lre while sleeping in downtown Chicago | ABC7 Chicago
14K views • 2 years ago

Chicago's 'Walking Man' Joseph Kromelis was set on Lre while he slept on a downtown street early Wednesday morning, ...

CC

1:46

Violence among homeless on the rise in Ocean Beach
4.4K views • 1 year ago

Misha DiBono reports from Ocean Beach on FOX 5. Follow FOX 5 San Diego: https://www.fox5sandiego.com ...

CC

2:48

Del Rey Neighborhood Lives In Fear Of Nearby Homeless Fires
1.8K views • 2 years ago

Laurie Perez reports from Del Rey where neighbors have been documenting how often and how close ;res from a nearby ...

CC

2:41

#NY Man Charged With #HateCrime After Allegedly Targeting #Jewish Father And
Son
9.2M views • 1 year ago

A New York man faces multiple charges, including assault as a hate crime, after allegedly Lring a BB gun at a Jewish father and ...

SHORTS

Homeless encampment Lres sign of larger problem, Atlanta nonproLt says
1.7K views • 2 years ago

Advocates say Atlanta's homeless community needs more help.

2:50

Homeless person killed in Lre
16 views • 3 years ago

A homeless man, 53, died after a Lre at a homeless camp near Iowa Street and Keystone Ave. in Indianapolis.

CC

0:20

Domestic Violence is a Housing Crisis
2.5K views • 2 years ago

The next video of our 2021 Virtual Fundraiser reminds us why domestic violence is actually a housing crisis, and why our aftercare ...

CC

6:48

Aggressive Homeless Man Shows EMOTIONAL Side 

😢❤

1.2M views • 5 months ago

0:07  ... right now I'm sorry sir we're just desperate y'all got the nerve to tell me y'all desperate look at me I'm homeless I'm desperate
let ...

SHORTS

New information about deadly Lre at homeless camp
193 views • 3 years ago

We now know the victim is a 53-year-old man.

CC

0:23

Families left homeless after large Lre at Hillsborough County apartment complex
425 views • 5 years ago

Several families were left with no place to sleep following a large apartment Lre.

1:42

Police SWAT leader guns down neighbor's dog, releases video to defend actions -
Exclusive
985K views • 1 year ago

Warning: Some of the pictures in this report are disturbing. The head of the Novato Police Department SWAT team gunned down ...

CC

8:40

Abbotsford homeless encampment residents push back
85K views • 11 months ago

People living in a homeless encampment in Abbotsford, B.C., say police and the mayor are wrong to label them as violent.

CC

Intro | Violence | Police Escort | Pauls Place | Trailer | Safety | Fire | Whats it like | Tools | Community |…
Breakfast | Housing Minister
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9:01

More Than Half of Fires in LA at Start of 2021 Related to Homeless Encampments |
NBCLA
9.3K views • 3 years ago

The problem could be getting worse, as more than half of all ;res in the Lrst two weeks of 2021 are related to homeless ...

2:45

13 displaced after St. Paul house Lre; residents were homeless until recently
486 views • 1 year ago

A formerly-homeless family of 13, who Lnally found a new start, is again looking for a place to stay after a Lre.

CC

1:49

3 Lres at homeless camp ignites blame game
567 views • 5 years ago

Three ;res at a homeless camp in Maple Ridge, B.C. in as many days has ignited the blame game. People living at the Anita ...

1:59

Video shows alleged abuse of Alzheimer's resident at assisted-living facility
447K views • 2 years ago

June Campbell recorded another aide hitting and slapping an Alzheimer's resident. State regulators cited the facility for not ...

CC

1:10

Homeless Camp Fire In Stockton
2.1K views • 3 years ago

A massive homeless camp Lre broke out in Stockton Thursday.

CC

0:23

Living Homeless in the Desert
2.1M views • 1 year ago

LA County's housing crisis has gotten so severe that hundreds of people have felt they have no choice but to make camp in ...

15:18

Commissioner Ryan promises urgent action on homelessness and gun violence |
Straight Talk
235 views • 2 years ago

Ryan also announced he's running for re-election in 2022: "I love my city. I'm going to swing hard for her. She's in a lot of pain right ...

CC

Describe the Homeless Crisis in the City | How Will You Encourage People Who Are Homeless To Mov…
to One of these Three Villages | Epidemic of Gun Violence | More Police OYcers | Portland Has a Gang
Problem

5 moments

24:56

Fire Torches Building After Sparking At Venice Homeless Camp
15K views • 3 years ago

A large Lre which started at a homeless encampment ripped through a two-story building in Venice Wednesday morning.
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0:36

Security guard pounces on armed man at New York medical clinic
2.1M views • 1 year ago

Terrifying moments caught on camera inside a medical clinic in Buffalo, New York. A man with an assault riye storms in and the ...

CC

1:21

Homeless Fire Concerns In Stockton
337 views • 4 years ago

Growing concern Tuesday in Stockton over the number of homeless encampment ;res threatening nearby homes and business.
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1:57

San Antonio resident raises concerns about homeless after I-35 trash Lre
1.9K views • 11 months ago

Pamela Ann Almazan expressed safety concerns not just for the houseless community, but homeowners within the Vista Verde ...

CC

2:00

Community outcry over local homeless man's alleged repeated threats and violent
behavior
389 views • 2 weeks ago

Women living near Montford Park in Asheville are speaking publicly about safety concerns over a homeless man's alleged ...

2:44

Los Angeles Homeless crisis: Homeless man throws human feces at Sherman Oaks
business owner
301K views • 1 year ago

People in Sherman Oaks say they're fed up after a man experiencing homelessness was caught on video throwing his own feces ...
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2:16

Fire At Fairfax District Homeless Encampment Under Investigation
2.8K views • 3 years ago

The Lre erupted in an alley behind an old theater in the Fairfax District. Jasmine Viel reports.
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0:15

Women's Homelessness - Forced to sleep in bins #shorts
583 views • 1 year ago

Rough sleeping is dangerous for everyone, but women are particularly unsafe. As a woman, you are more at risk of violence, ...

SHORTS

Homeless crisis escalating in Sherman Oaks; man throws feces at business owner
1.3M views • 1 year ago

Some members of the Sherman Oaks community have had enough with the area's homeless problem. For one business owner, ...

CC

7:31

Man attempts to set himself on Lre, issues continue between homeless and city
901 views • 1 year ago

Tensions between a homeless encampment and the city are at an all-time high as police said that a man tried to set himself on Lre ...

CC

2:15

Panel: Homelessness and Sexual Violence
269 views • Streamed 3 years ago

In recognition that April is Sexual Assault Awareness Month, the Human Rights Commission's OYce of SHARP (Sexual ...

1:14:51

Fire in Nassau County leaves at least 16 people homeless
549 views • 1 year ago

The Lre is said to have started in the basement of a deli just after 1:30 a.m., before spreading to other businesses.

CC

1:00

Domestic violence victims in fear of being homeless as rural Ennis shelter may shut
down
341 views • 2 years ago

We just don't have the funding to keep the doors open,” said Kimberly Malone, the CEO of Angels Walking by Faith Ministry.
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1:37

Suspect accused of hitting NYPD oYcer with glass bottle charged
138K views • 1 year ago

Charges have been Lled against a suspect accused of hitting an NYPD oYcer in the head with a glass bottle.
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0:31

Homelessness & Domestic Violence
560 views • 4 years ago

Is domestic violence fueling New York City's homelessness crisis? City Comptroller Scott Stringer is here to make the case.
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8:14

Deadly homeless camp Lre closes part of I-70 in Kansas City, Missouri
1.2K views • 2 years ago

A fatal Lre at a homeless camp under a bridge near the Benton Boulevard curve has closed westbound Interstate 70 indeLnitely.
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2:03

Interconnectedness of domestic violence and homelessness
2.6K views • 3 years ago

This is a recording of a webinar presented by Women's Advocates and Standpoint MN on 4.15.2020 that discusses the ...

4K

A little bit of background... | DeLning homelessness | Homelessness in Minnesota Wilder Study 2018…
Adding in domestic violence Wilder Study 2018, Supplemental PIT Count | DeLning domestic violence
| Power & Control Wheel | General warning signs | Addressing some red yags from tenant screening
reports | Recognizing the warning signs | Protective Orders and Housing | Why does the abuser keep
coming back | Having the conversation

12 moments

1:28:20

Video: Tenant fatally shoves landlord down stairs in dispute over rent
3.6M views • 4 years ago

Police say 22-year-old Alex Garces pushed 71-year-old Edgar Moncayo down the front stairs of his building on 102nd Street in ...
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2:12

The Rude Behavior of New York Commuters
16M views • 5 years ago

Most people shave their legs in the bathroom but Inside Edition found one person who chose to do it on the train while on the way ...
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3:13

Video: Crimes against homeless increasing, expert says
244 views • 6 years ago

An overnight attack on a homeless woman is just the latest in what one local expert says is an increasing trend of violence.
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1:37

Homeless Encampments Blamed For Multiple Recent Sacramento-Area Fires
4.6K views • 1 year ago

Crews were busy on more than a dozen ;res this weekend across the Sacramento region.

CC

2:33

Small number of downtown Austin violent crimes involve homeless people
469 views • 4 years ago

#homelesscrisis #violentcrimes #austincrime.

2:44

Neighbors Worried About String Of Fires Around Venice Homeless Encampments
10K views • 3 years ago

For months, a string of ;res in and around homeless encampments in Venice has been worrying neighbors, with the most recent ...

CC

Laurie Perez | Francesca VENICE RESIDENT | Nico Ruderman VENICE RESIDENT | Heidi Roberts…
HAAVEN SHARED HOUSING

4 moments

2:29

Senior living center Lre in Phoenix leave 12 homeless
144 views • 4 years ago

Rescuers say residents had minutes to get out. IT was no easy task since many of the people living at the center are disabled.

1:53

Fire destroys Regina homeless encampment
2.3K views • 1 year ago

A Lre broke out Tuesday night in a Regina encampment set up by people experiencing homelessness, destroying empty tents and ...

1:54

Homeless Man Arrested As Crews Battle Massive Fire At Pallet Yard In Sacramento
1.2K views • 1 year ago

Details here: https://cbsloc.al/3NniaZf A homeless man was arrested as Sacramento LreLghters were battling a large Lre at a pallet ...

CC

1:18

Ride-along with Saskatoon Fire Department shows scope of homelessness problem
4.6K views • 1 year ago

The Lre department uses a "proactive approach," regularly checking in with the inadequately housed to learn their reasons for not ...

Intro | Mental health issues | Staying warm | Rising costs | Evictions 5 chapters

3:08

Violence Plagues San Jose Homeless Encampment
993 views • 7 years ago

Local residents and the campers inside a large San Jose homeless encampment say violent crime is on the rise.

1:54

Fire Burns Homeless Encampment In San Jose
3.7K views • 3 years ago

Crews responded Tuesday afternoon to a Lre in a San Jose homeless encampment known as 'The Jungle.'

CC

0:26

Protesters condemn "violent sweeps" of NYC homeless encampments
3.5K views • 2 years ago

A rally was held in the East Village on Friday afternoon as multiple groups protested the city's tearing down of homeless ...

CC

2:11

Sunrise police relieves sergeant of duty after he grabbed an oYcer by the throat
5.4M views • 2 years ago

A Sunrise police sergeant has been relieved of supervisory duties and is under investigation following an incident that was ...

CC

1:53

Sacramento Leaders Take Action To Prevent Homeless From Igniting Fire That
Damage Levees
5.2K views • 2 years ago

Velena Jones was live in Sacramento with the city's plan to protect critical infrastructure.
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2:33

Homelessness in WA | Homelessness Week 2020 | Anglicare WA
182 views • 3 years ago

SHORTS

Mizzou professor awarded CDC grant to study youth homelessness, gun violence
304 views • 1 year ago

According to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 2021 Homeless Assessment Report, there are ...
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2:42

Bel-Air Confronts Homeless Crisis After Encampment Fire | Los Angeles Times
859 views • 6 years ago

The Skirball Lre, which destroyed homes and forced the evacuation of a large chunk of Bel-Air, has put the homeless issue at the ...

A cooking Lre at a homeless camp sparked the destructive Bel-Air Lre, Los Angeles oYcials said Dec.…
12. | Others are wary of the Lre danger and want them out. | It destroyed six homes and damaged a
dozen others. | A campaign to educate homeless people about Lre risks has been proposed. | Some
say L.A. needs a massive regulatory overhaul like the one that followed the 1961 Bel-Air Lre.

5 moments

0:54

Intersection of Domestic & Sexual Violence and Homelessness
941 views • 6 years ago

This webinar explains the connections between domestic violence and sexual assault, homelessness and housing and ...

Introduction | About Nash | Technical Assistance | Domestic Violence Housing TA Consortium | Safe…
Housing Partnerships | Learning Objectives | Agenda | Audience Poll | Project Partners | Intersection of
Domestic Sexual Violence | Intersection of Trauma Impact | Questions | Access Housing | Access to
Transportation | Access to Victims SpeciLc Housing | Ongoing Impact of Violence | Battered Womens
Shelter | Highlights | VALA | Rights | When to talk about housing | Housing protections | Safety access
for survivors | Building relationships | Creating access | Partnerships | Q D | Closing

28 chapters

59:49

Violent incidents days apart cause fear at homeless encampment west of downtown
721 views • 4 years ago

A gathering spot for homeless people west of downtown has seen dozens of crimes in the past few months, according to San ...

CC

1:54

Domestic/Sexual Violence, Homelessness & Housing 101
2.2K views • 6 years ago

The webinar is offered by the National Alliance for Safe Housing, and is designed for programs who participate/want to participate ...

Introduction | National Lions for Safe Housing | Technical Assistance Consortium | Webinars | Safe…
Housing Partnerships Website | Learning Objectives | Agenda | Audience Poll | Continuum of Care |
Terminology | Intersection | Economic Abuse | Points of Advocacy | Lack of Housing | Discrimination |
Background Checks | Pets | Barriers | Nuisance Laws | Maintaining Housing | Economic Abuse Impacts
| Advocacy Response | Battery Will New Shelter Movement | Violence Against Women Act | Rights |
ConLdentiality | Other federal protections | Local and state housing protections | Opportunities to
enhance partnerships

29 chapters

1:19:15

Couple Finally Gets Squatters Out of Dream Home They Now Hate
8.5M views • 3 years ago

Tracie Albert and her husband Myles had a harrowing 14-month journey to getting their dream home after they bought it.

1:30

Family Loses Everything After They Say Homeless Start Fire | NBCLA
2.6K views • 4 years ago

A South LA family says a homeless encampment behind their home is where a Lre started that destroyed everything they own, ...

2:29

Large homeless camp Lre under control in North Portland
14K views • 1 year ago

A Lre sparked at a homeless camp near I-5 in North Portland on Wednesday evening but has since been brought under control.

CC

2:03

Hundreds of California bills addressing issues issues from gun violence to
homelessness move forward
273 views • 2 years ago

Hundreds of California bills addressing issues issues from gun violence to homelessness move forward.

CC

2:17

Domestic Violence and Homelessness: What's the Connection
116 views • 1 year ago

What's the connection between domestic violence and homelessness? Over 90% of homeless women have experienced severe ...

Intro | Introducing Linda Olsen Coordinator, Housing Program | Lack of Social Network and Community…
An abusive partner's pattern of coercive control • Isolation from friends and family • Ostracism in
community • Economic abuse • Sabotage to maintain control over partner | ConLdential Emergency
Shelter • Battered women's movement began as a shelter/safe home movement in the 1970s. • Women
took other women into their own homes to provide refuge from abusive partners. • Shelter purpose was
safety. • Victims of domestic violence not seen as "homeless." | early 1980s, Stewart B. McKinney Act
passed in 1987 to fund homeless assistance - Shelter stays in both DV and Homeless Shelters
lengthened - Blame for homelessness shifted from system (lack of subsidized housing/living wages) to
a character deLciency in the homeless person | DVHF focuses on helping survivors retain or access
safe, permanent housing quickly-often bypassing emergency shelters completely • Flexible approach
gives survivors ability to establish a home and the freedom to choose how best to rebuild their lives | DV
Housing First Strategies • Housing retention (diversion or homelessness prevention): Survivor may never
need to leave the home or may leave temporarily for safety concerns • Rapid Re-Housing/Progressive
Engagement Subsidized housing with services available- may need a master leasing arrangement if
undocumented or with bad tenant screening report (criminal record, debt, eviction) • Permanent
supportive housing | Restored dignity Ability to focus on other needs, such as employment, Lnancial
skills, transportation, legal issues, and "healing" • New relationships with landlords, housing authorities,
and permanent supportive housing providers | Top Contributions to Housing Retention: Advocates'
Voices • Survivors' ability to Lnd work or return to school • Advocates' ability to spend time with the
clients and their children • Survivors' use of agency services as a safety net while relying on other
resources for main housing costs and related expenses

9 chapters

54:28

41 People Left Homeless After Fire Ravages 2 Homes, 1 Apartment Building In
Westlake Distrrict
1.7K views • 7 years ago

The two historic homes built around the turn of the century were converted into apartment spaces. Andrea Fujii reports.

CC

2:18

Caught on Cam: Neighbours violently stop Surrey home invasion as it happens
3.7M views • 7 years ago

Two of the suspects were violently apprehended by neighbours. Subscribe to CTV News to watch more videos: ...

NEIGHBOURS STOP HOME INVASION IN PROGRESS | AJAY MAHARAJ | LAWRENCE MYERS 3 moments

1:44

Vancouver homeless camp to be cleared following Lre
3.1K views • 1 year ago

Story: http://bit.ly/3ZMXYWh Subscribe: https://www.youtube.com/FOX12 Watch live: https://www.kptv.com/live/ Like us on ...

2:17

Crews put out Lre in homeless camp near I-85
373 views • 3 years ago

Atlanta Fire Rescue said no injuries have been reported but initially warned of the possibility of smoke on the interstate.

CC

0:19

Algerian brothers left homeless by wildLres
1.2K views • 2 years ago

'We have lost everything': Algerian brothers Khelaf and Lyazid Tazibt are rooting through the rubble that once formed their home ...

1:47

Domestic Sexual Violence, Homelessness & Housing 101
618 views • 3 years ago

This webinar was originally broadcast on: June 7, 2017 by the National Alliance for Safe Housing. It was designed for programs ...

Agenda | Common Language | A Complex Entanglement | The Intersection of | More on the…
Intersection | Economic Abuse Is Often Part of DV | Barriers to Accessing | Federal Law Overview |
Local and State Housing Protections | Creating A Range of Safe Housing Options | Enhancing
Partnerships

11 moments

1:19:15

Ada County: 44% of homeless families say they are yeeing domestic violence
80 views • 4 years ago

According to city staff, almost half the number of families currently experiencing homelessness in Ada County say they are yeeing ...

2:28

Tent Lres at Elkton homeless encampment ruled arson
1.7K views • 7 years ago

On Wednesday, LreLghters entered the woods at 1 p.m. to put out a Lre that had consumed a large tent at one campsite in an ...

CC

2:07

Sensitive Skin Head Shave for Folliculitis: Cleaning & Shaving with No Razor 

❌🪒

37M views • 1 year ago

Get the softest head shave ever with this sensitive skin tutorial! I'm taking extra precaution to make sure the shave is smooth and ...

SHORTS

NYC is Building Anti-Homeless Streets…
17M views • 6 months ago

Hostile Architecture” has many purposes, but should it be used against NYC's most vulnerable? There are examples of this type of ...

14:27

Thousands homeless after Greek migrant camp Lre
1.5K views • 3 years ago

Thousands of migrants roamed homeless around the Greek island of Lesbos on Wednesday after yeeing overnight ;res that ...

2:02

Homeless family displaced by Caldor Lres gets surprise RV donation
1.5K views • 1 year ago

A family living in tents for over six months was gifted a home on wheels by a company called Emergency RV that helps provide ...
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1:54

"More homeless than we already were:" Donations pour in for Lre victims
1.3K views • 4 years ago

Welcome to the oYcial YouTube channel of KARE 11 News. Subscribe to our channel for compelling and dramatic storytelling, ...
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3:35

Homeless Man Charged With Attempted Murder, Carjacking And Assault To Commit
Sexual Crime In Santa M
15K views • 2 years ago

Laurie Perez reports from Santa Monica where a homeless man has been arrested and charged in connection to a violent assault ...

CC

2:42

I was Homeless So Much #homelessness #shelters
197 views • 8 months ago

SHORTS

OYcer Fatally Shoots Happy Dog, Owner Plans To Sue [CAUGHT ON TAPE]
7.2M views • 8 years ago

A pit bull was shot in an apartment hallway while walking towards an oYcer and wagging its tail, video shows. SUBSCRIBE to ...

0:30

Ohio hotel under Lre for housing homeless; Mayor calls the move "disrespectful"
1.9K views • 3 years ago

Nuisance, or necessary for the community? A hotel in Independence that houses homeless people is coming under Lre. The city ...
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2:28

Early Morning Apartment Fire In Lodi Leaves Several People Homeless
346 views • 3 years ago

What caused the Lre is under investigation.
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0:48

Beds for Homeless, Shelters & Beds For Domestic Violence Victims, Citizenship for
NYC Immigrant
621 views • 8 years ago

The City and Archdiocese work together to provide beds to the homeless in time for the winter • More transitional shelter units and ...

1:01

Neighbors feeling angst after homeless camps move into site of repeat Lres
558 views • 4 years ago

Homeless encampments have moved into the site of previous ;res in University heights, sparking more Lre concerns.

2:07

Colorado Springs residents living near site of homeless camp Lre and murder relieved
as ...
48K views • 1 year ago

Read the full story: ...

CC

2:40

Low Temperatures Draw Concerns Over Potential Homeless Camp Fires
2.2K views • 3 years ago

There's no doubt that many nerves are raw after a devastating and deadly Lre season. Now as temperatures drop, there are ...

2:07

Domestic Violence & Homelessness - Survivor Leader Testimony
118 views • 4 years ago

Speaking at a press conference at the OYce of the NYC Comptroller, Sanctuary Survivor Leader Alida calls on the government to ...

are pushed to the brink | of Lnding a stable home for themselves | domestic violence has become | I…
am a two-time domestic violence survivor. | without safe, permanent housing. | Survivors and families
have to move out | And how impossible it was | they will right away stop everything. | go back in a
cycle. | When you say survivor | somebody who passed through death. | you were about to die.

12 moments

1:52

California WildLres Leave Destruction, Homelessness In Their Wake | NBC News
937 views • 7 years ago

NBC News is a leading source of global news and information. Here you will Lnd clips from NBC Nightly News, Meet The Press, ...

1:07

Violent Boy is a Danger to His Family | Chicago Med
1.9M views • 1 year ago

Two brothers in critical condition are rushed into the hospital by their parents, leaving Dr. Choi, April, and Dr. Charles to tend to ...

9:54

Suspect in Spokane homeless advocate attack appears in court
833 views • 1 year ago

Chad Counts is charged with one count of Lrst-degree assault. He remains in the Spokane County Jail on a $25000 bond.

CC

0:31

The cycle of abuse and homelessness
104 views • 4 years ago

An abusive partner and years of violent attacks left her with nothing, and nowhere.

4:09

‘Several factors’ cited for increase in homeless tent Lres
2.8K views • 2 years ago

'Several factors' cited for increase in homeless tent ;res Subscribe to KOIN 6's YouTube channel: ...

CC

2:58

Video of animal rights protester entering Timberwolves court, getting tackled by
security | FOX 9
15M views • 2 years ago

Video released of an animal rights activist leaping over courtside seats of Timberwolves owner Glen Taylor and his wife during ...

0:25

Fire in Killeen leaves people homeless
48 views • 6 years ago

Channel 6 news reporter Emani Payne reports.

1:40

Fires near homeless camps worsening in Pueblo
229 views • 6 years ago

It's not a new problem, but Pueblo Fire Chief Shawn Shelton tells News 5 it appears to be getting worse: ;res near homeless ...

CC

2:32

Jo Frost Alerts Child Protective Services When She Believes She Hears A Child Getting
Spanked
4.6M views • 8 years ago

The TV personality spoke to ET on Friday after cameras captured a father allegedly disciplining his child with a belt.

1:46

Off-Duty FireLghter Attacked By Teens After Defending Elderly Couple, Police Say
4.1M views • 5 years ago

An off-duty LreLghter was brutally attacked by a group of teens Saturday on Manhattan's Upper East Side, police say. CBS2's ...

CC

1:28

Delivery Driver Saves Homeowner & Dog from Pit Bull Attack | Neighborhood Wars |
A&E
5.1M views • 2 years ago

A brave delivery driver steps in when a woman and her dog are attacked by an off-leash pit bull, in this scene from Neighborhood ...

CC

1:27

Man believed to be homeless shot and killed, security guard arrested
455K views • 2 years ago

A man is dead and a security guard is in custody after a shooting in Panorama City. Subscribe to FOX 11 Los Angeles: ...

CC

2:15

Dozens Homeless After Weekend Fire In Oakland
91 views • 4 years ago

A total of 74 residents were displaced from their homes; KDKA's Amy Wadas reports.

CC

2:06

Man confronts armed intruder in home, Lres warning shots
11M views • 8 years ago

A North Las Vegas man came face to face with an armed intruder in his home. The homeowner Lred at the intruder.

1:51

Intervention: HEAVY Alcohol & Drug Addiction Takes Over Krystal’s Life After
Traumatic Past | A&E
3.2M views • 2 years ago

Krystal's traumatic past has led her down a dark road and now a drug and alcohol addiction threatens her life in this clip from ...

ASE 12:22

Holt house Lre leaves four homeless
118 views • 1 year ago

The cause of the Lre is under investigation. For more Local News from WILX: https://www.wilx.com/ For more YouTube Content: ...

CC

0:31

Great Dane Fights Off Intruder During Home Robbery | An Animal Saved My Life | A&E
3M views • 2 years ago

A 122-pound Great Dane protects his owner and home from a burglar in this clip from Season 1. Tune in to An Animal Saved My ...

CC

2:16

Family violence and homelessness - the Royal Commission's Lndings
505 views • 8 years ago

Lucy Adams and Patrick Warner from Justice Connect Homeless Law point out the key Lndings of the Victorian Royal Commission ...

Helping victims to stay in their homes after violence | Preventing women getting overwhelmed with…
Lnes arising from family violence | Extensive private rental brokerage and subsidies (but don't forget
investment in social housing)

3 moments

5:13

Police In Standoff With Gunman Inside of Homeless Encampment
9.2K views • 2 years ago

The police have been in a standoff with this man since about 8:15 p.m..

CC
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0:58

Best Buy worker blocks, tackles would-be shoplifter | ABC7
2.4M views • 4 years ago

Security video shows a woman working security at a Best Buy in Hawaii who employs some pretty impressive blocking and ...

CC

0:39

Exclusive: Handling The Homeless
67 views • 8 years ago

CBS2's Dave Carlin reports. Subscribe Here: http://www.youtube.com/user/cbsnewyork OYcial Site: http://newyork.cbslocal.com/ ...

CC

1:54

Sexual Violence in the Homeless Community | The Safe Space
47 views • 2 years ago

For this episode of The Safe Space, representatives from Lone Star Legal Aid, Catholic Charities, and Beacon Law discussed ...

CC

The Ways that Being a Victim of Sexual Violence Can Lead to Someone Becoming Homeless or…
Facing Housing Insecurity | Outreach to the Young Adult | Youth Aging out of Foster Care | How Do
Evictions Affect a Survivor's Ability To Find Safe and Stable Um Housing | The Myths and
Misconceptions about the Sexual Abuse in the Homeless Community | Myths | Racial Disparities at
Work | Racial Divide in the Homeless | Houston Homeless Court | Catholic Charities

10 moments

53:14

Homeless Vet's Tent Set on Fire
48K views • 3 years ago

Larry is a homeless veteran living on the streets of Downtown Los Angeles. He shares someone set his tent on Lre. Homeless ...

4K CC

Intro | Interview | Problems | Homelessness | Veterans | Respect | Outro 7 chapters

12:19

New video shows LASD shooting of homeless man in Valencia
27K views • 1 year ago

Newly-released LASD body camera video shows the moments leading up to a deadly shooting of Christopher Lee Mercurio in ...

CC

1:48

Road Rage Caught on Camera: Driver Punches Biker, Admits He Drank Whiskey
4.5M views • 8 years ago

An extraordinary confrontation was caught on camera when a 51-year-old driver attacked a biker. It happened at a traYc light in ...

1:34

Fire damages Virginia homeless shelter, displaces 7 people
15 views • 2 years ago

upLynk Clip.

CC

0:28

Anti-Trump protesters accidentally march into Marine Corps pub crawl and things
escalated quickly
6.8M views • 7 years ago

A peaceful protest on the streets of Ybor City nearly turned into a street brawl if it wasn't for the hard work of Tampa Police oYcers ...

1:57

On gendered violence, homelessness, overdose deaths, & "the indispensability of
every single person"
38 views • 3 years ago

On December 7, MP Kwan stood in the House to respond to the Concurrence Motion Debate on Department spending Estimates.

CC

10:07

LiveCopter 3 is over a homeless encampment Lre near 65th St. Expressway and
Lemon Hill Ave.
1.2K views • Streamed 4 years ago

Live video from KCRA-TV in Sacramento.

20:06

Homeless 48-year-old accused of garment factory arson
1.9K views • 2 years ago

A homeless 48-year-old person is accused of burning down a fashion design and fabrication studio in Southeast Portland in April.

CC

2:19

Vidor oYcer recovering from dog bite; dog shot, killed in Sunday attack
1.8M views • 4 years ago

A Vidor oYcer is recovering after she was bitten during an attack by two dogs on Sunday, forcing her to shoot and kill one of the ...

CC

2:03

Roseville Road Homeless encampment goes up in yames
8.7K views • 2 years ago

Roseville Road Homeless encampment goes up in yames Subscribe at: https://goo.gl/vai8Eu Find ABC10 online: ...

CC

1:57

Dozens left homeless after large Lre
45 views • 7 years ago

A Lre that began in a house being occupied by homeless people cause damage to several surrounding buildings. Subscribe to ...

CC

1:38

Apartment Lre leaves families homeless
17 views • 11 years ago

More info: http://www.abc2news.com/dpp/news/region/anne_arundel_county_/crews-battle-2-alarm-apartment-Lre.
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1:16

Footage Shows Man Begging For His Life Before OYcer Shoots Him Dead in Hotel
8.7M views • 6 years ago

Video shows an unarmed man begging for his life before police shot him dead. OYcers had responded to reports of someone ...

2:56

Trina Bo$$ Bitch: LGBTQ Violence In Jamaica | GAYCATION
206K views • 8 years ago

Ellen and Ian hear the Lrsthand account of the violence that LGBTQ people face in Jamaica in an interview with Trina Bo$$ Bitch.

1:16

Man explains how he shot, killed gunman in Miami
575K views • 4 years ago

A man tells Local 10 News how he shot and killed a gunman in Miami.
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Sacramento Police oYcer arrested, accused of Lling false report
1.4M views • 3 years ago

Alexa Palubicki, 26, was arrested and placed on administrative leave as soon as the department learned of her alleged ...
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Reporting Back: Homelessness and Rough Sleeping
489 views • 6 years ago

Reporting Back: Homelessness and Rough Sleeping Here is my latest video blog reporting back about the work the Government ...
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Bullied Man Confronts Alleged Childhood Bully 35 Years Later
12M views • 6 years ago

A bullied man confronts alleged childhood bully 35 years later in front of the school board MORE ON THIS STORY ...
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Rohingyas Become Homeless
244 views • 1 year ago

Yet another Lre engulfs Balukhali camp in Bangladesh. One of the largest refugee camps in the world. 12000 Rohingyas became ...
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Residents Left Homeless After Shanty Town Fire
1.8K views • 1 year ago

A shanty town in the Carmichael Road area destroyed by Lre.
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Squatters come back for revenge after being driven out of Las Vegas home
2.8M views • 7 years ago

Squatters who were driven out of a Las Vegas home have come back and they are trying to take revenge. Neighbors have but up ...
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South Africa’s Descent into Chaos
6.2M views • 2 years ago

After the imprisonment of the former South African President, Jacob Zuma, by his one-time ally and successor, widespread ...
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Homeless Outreach Team educates community on dangers of camp Lres
65 views • 3 years ago

Homeless Outreach Team educates community on dangers of camp ;res.
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Homeless camp Lres increase in Portland, Lre oYcials say
2.9K views • 1 year ago

Portland Fire & Rescue oYcials told KOIN 6 that year after year, they're responding to more and more homeless and tent ;res ...
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homeless camp Lre 3 15 16
2.2K views • 8 years ago

Homeless encampment on Lre under I5 in Seattle.
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Homeless Encampment Catches Fire
2.4K views • 3 years ago

The Chicago Fire Department said no one was injured.
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Video appears to show Popeyes employee body slamming woman outside restaurant
I ABC7
781K views • 4 years ago

Don't forget to subscribe to our channel. Follow us for more! Facebook: http://abc7.la/2fAUSCp Twitter: http://abc7.la/1fb5GjS ...
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Shocking CCTV of Mia Miller's attack on Hindley Street McDonald's workers | 7NEWS
184K views • 11 months ago

Sickening never-before-seen footage has been released showing a teenage customer spitting on staff during a drug-fuelled ...
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Homeless man set on Lre in Kingston
2.5K views • 1 year ago

This is the oYcial YouTube channel of Jamaica Observer. Jamaica's Number 1 Daily Newspaper where the #OTeam keeps you in ...
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Salinas Fire warns cold weather could lead to increase in homeless Lres
82 views • 1 year ago

Read more: https://kion546.com.
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Three grass Lres break out from homeless camps in Colorado Springs within 24 hours
386 views • 2 years ago

Three grass ;res break out from homeless camps in Colorado Springs within 24 hours.
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New Robot Can Now Fight Back! (Corridor Digital)
40M views • 4 years ago

The new robots at Boston Dynamics keep getting more and more sophisticated... Consider Subscribing ...
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Why restrict 'good' gun owners, resident asks President Obama at town hall
10M views • 7 years ago

When asked why he wants to restrict gun access for all owners, rather than just bad actors, President Barack Obama said, "It's just ...
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Getting Answers: What Can Be Done To Reduce Fire Threat From Homeless
Encampments?
378 views • 1 year ago

A 22-acre vegetation Lre that burned along the American River Parkway Wednesday afternoon started near multiple homeless ...
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2 fathers shoot each other's daughters in road rage incident
1.3M views • 1 year ago

Two girls were shot over the weekend when their fathers opened Lre at each other during a road rage incident.
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Man frustrated by Oakland sideshow gets attacked by crowd
215K views • 1 year ago

A man frustrated by a sideshow in Oakland lunged at a car spinning donuts around him and was then attacked by the crowd in an ...
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Home invader suspects chose the "wrong home" after encountering armed veteran
homeowner
7.5M views • 1 year ago

In Clayton County, a veteran says he wanted to make sure his wife was protected after video surveillance caught suspects ...
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14 shelters for homeless and women escaping abuse closing after state pulls funding
2K views • 2 years ago

WBZ-TV's Paul Burton reports.
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Amarillo Fire Department warning public of homeless-caused Lres
174 views • 2 years ago

The Amarillo Fire Department wants to bring awareness to an issue they have been facing this year, homeless and transients ...
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Man Fights Off Armed Home Invader to Protect Fiancé | I Survived a Crime | A&E
13M views • 3 years ago

“I Survived a Crime” takes viewers on a journey into the experience of being a victim of a sudden crime, from the moment those ...
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Baby Bank HQ appeal for homeless families due to Lre.
189 views • 1 year ago

Claire Taylor from the Baby Bank HQ launches appeal for homeless families due to Lre.
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Deadly RV Fire Prompts Caltrans Plan to Clear West Oakland Encampment
5.1K views • 2 years ago

Wilson Walker reports on Caltrans saying they will clear out massive Wood Street homeless encampment following deadly RV Lre ...
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405 Freeway pursuit of wrong-way driver ends in violent crash
187K views • 9 days ago

A high-speed pursuit came to a violent end in West Los Angeles on Friday morning. Subscribe to FOX 11 on YouTube: ...
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San Francisco Has A Major Homeless Violence Crisis | FOX SOUL’s Black Report
37 views • 1 year ago

FOX SOUL's Black Report covers the latest news: A Black Minister calls on San Francisco to crack down one the prevalent violent ...
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Fire at old psychiatric hospital site
4.9K views • 1 day ago

Fire breaks out at derelict site of old Broadmoor hospital. SUBSCRIBE to our YouTube channel for more videos: ...
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Gunman Wanted in 5 Targeted Attacks, Two of Them Deadly, on Homeless in NYC and
DC | News 4 Now
5.1K views • 2 years ago

The suspect in at least two attacks on Manhattan homeless men over the weekend, one of them fatal, may be linked to three ...

Homeless person suspected of starting structure Lre
163 views • 3 years ago

Homeless person suspected of starting structure Lre.

Cops Fatally Shoot Man After Going to Wrong House
735K views • 1 year ago

New Mexico police oYcers fatally shoot a homeowner after going to the wrong address for a domestic violence call. When Robert ...

Squatting on the Squatter
17M views • 9 years ago

Detroit is emerging from bankruptcy. No better time to invest. But you ought to know that squatters are peskier than bedbugs.

Fire off Frank "A Crime on Homeless Black People"
1.1K views • 1 year ago

An unhuman Police OYcer turns off a controlled Lre on two very cold black homeless people shivering on San Pedro, located in ...

Father and son shootout captured on video | FOX 5 News
10M views • 3 years ago

A Georgia father tells deputies he confronted his son about having a gun in his pocket and he says rather than turn it over, his son ...
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Driver Fires 11 Shots at Car He Says Was Tailgating Him
23M views • 2 years ago

Shocking video has emerged from a road rage incident taken to the brink last summer in Miami. Video recorded from his ...

Newly Released Graphic Bodycam Video Shows Cop Shooting Dogs
1.3M views • 6 years ago

Graphic bodycam footage has been released of the moment a Minnesota cop shot a family's two dogs. The oYcer with the ...

Resources for Domestic Violence Victims and Homeless Parents
196 views • 2 years ago

In this episode of the Modern Divorce Podcast, we talk with Annette Sellers about local resources in Mesa and Gilbert, Arizona for ...

How You Got Involved with the House of Refuge | How Do Families Come to You When They Need…
Housing | What's a Domestic Violence Shelter | Community Center | Donation Center | Rent | Adopt-A-
Home | Background Check | Waitlist List | And How Do People Donate
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Black Bear Fatally Mauls Man Drinking Coffee
453K views • 11 months ago

A Colorado woman captured the moment a bear clawed his way into a second-story window. Thankfully, the homeowner was not ...

Bizarre crime wave targets Kohl’s stores in metro Atlanta
2M views • 1 year ago

A trio of women walked out a department store after stuYng merchandise into big bags and not paying for it, but it is the items they ...
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Hissing Feral Cat Falls In Love With The Guy Who Rescued Him | The Dodo Cat Crazy
29M views • 4 years ago

Rescuer keeps getting bitten to win the love of a feral cat. To help Takis save more animals, you can support Takis Shelter: ...
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What's Meth Really Like? Crystal Meth Psychosis, Shadow People | ADDICTED
1.4M views • 4 years ago

This video shows the terror of what crystal meth psychosis is really like. For those who haven't struggled with meth addiction, ...
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Good samaritan helps oYcer in trouble
12M views • 2 years ago

Chip Yost reports for the KTLA 5 News at 12 on Feb. 4, 2022. A man described as a felon with a long criminal history has been ...
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Man Suing for 'Excessive Force' After Police Break Windshield with Suspects Head
2.6M views • 7 years ago

An Ohio man is suing a police department and several oYcers after his face cracked the windshield on a police cruiser while he ...

Gun and Knife Pulled During Road Rage Incident: Cops
11M views • 2 years ago

A road rage incident in Florida turned into a showdown between two drivers and could have ended tragically. According to an ...

Rude Commuter Behavior Caught Happening on New York Subways
6.6M views • 5 years ago

Public transportation might be an affordable way to get around a city, but some passengers prove that civility is dead. Inside ...
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